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F ive key A rctic-global linkages: 

-- What have we learned recently about each linkage?
-- Why does the linkage bear watching?
-- What should we be watching?



Record 
snowfall during 

the winter of 
2009-10

1.   A re changes in the A rctic
impacting mid-latitude 
weather and climate?



[F rom P. Groisman, NOAA/NCDC]
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A rctic temperature anomalies:  2005-09 vs. 1951-2000
[from NASA GISS]



A rctic temperature anomalies: 2001-09  vs. 1951-2000
[from NASA GISS]
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Latitude-height cross-section of pressure anomalies
in Pacific sector of A rctic:  O ct-Dec, 2002-2008

[from Overland and Wang, 2010, Tellus]
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Temperature anomalies ( C), Dec-F eb, 2009-2010
[from NASA GISS]



Sea level pressure anomalies: Dec-F eb, 2009-10
[from NOAA ESRL]



A rctic Oscillation [D . Thompson and M . Wallace]
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Winter 2009-10:
Extremely negative AO   



Factors contributing to sever ity of winter of 2009-10:

-- E l Niño event in tropical Pacific 

-- Extreme negative phase of A rctic Oscillation

[M . Hoerling et al., NOAA ESRL , preliminary assessment]

Sea ice loss, winter warmth in the central A rctic and -

-- a coincidence?



2.  Methane from the A rctic: G lobal consequences?

the methane held in the East Siber ian A rctic Shelf 

-- Shakhova at al., 5 March 2010, Science



C redit: Zina Deretsky, National Science Foundation



Methane in the 
Siberian shelf seas

-- Shakhova et al., 2010



Carbon  in  the  Arctic   Pools  &  Fluxes

From  McGuire  et  al.  (2009;;  Ecological  Monographs)



M . H eimann, Science, 5 March 2010:

per year (IPC C , 2007), the Siber ian A rctic O cean emissions 

and the changes in northern wetland emissions are 

negligible....But will this persist into the future under 



3.      G reenland and A rctic glaciers:
Wild cards for global sea level

[from NASA/ R. Braithwaite]



Estimated contributions of G laciers & Ice Caps, G reenland 
and Antarctic Ice Sheets to present sea level r ise

-- Meier et al., 2007, Science



summer melt 
rates have 
increased 

G reenland Ice 
Sheet mass loss to 
273 Gt per year 
(0.75 mm/yr of 
equivalent sea 

-- van den Broeke 
et al., 2009, Science



4.  A tlantic and Pacific O cean inflows to the A rctic:  
Drivers of A rctic change?



A rctic O cean currents
[from Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program]



2003-2009 N A B OS cruise results: 
C ross-sections of A rctic O cean temperature

[from I . Polyakov, IARC/UA F]



A rctic sea ice concentrations

Sep. 15, 2007                                  Sep. 15, 2009



September sea ice concentration  
anomaly (post-1998 minus pre-1998)

[Shimada et al. 2006]

Warming of subsurface water due to increase of Pacific Water circulation



L ikely suspects in the summer recent retreat of A rctic sea ice:

preconditioning by wind-driven export of older ice

preconditioning by A tlantic, Pacific inflows

anomalous summer wind patterns, leading to

-- albedo feedback

-- storage of heat through coming autumn, winter



5. F reshening of the subpolar North A tlantic Seas: 
E ffects on the global ocean conveyor?

[Curry and Mauritzen, 2005, Science]



Salinity (dashed) and density (solid) upstream and 
downstream of Denmark Strait sill depth

[Curry and Mauritzen, 2005, Science]

Iceland Sea

I rminger Basin



North A tlantic freshwater source anomalies and freshwater 
storage anomalies (cumulative relative to 1965)

[Peterson et al., 2006, Science]



Future trajectory of thermohaline ci rculation intensity?

accumulate enough fresh water to substantially affect the ocean exchanges 
across the G reenland-

-- Curry and Mauritzen (2005)

[from IPCC WG I , 2007, Ch. 10]



Summary:  Potential foci for A rctic-global connections

A rctic warming  midlatitude weather and climate impacts

A rctic methane release  global greenhouse enhancement

A rctic freshwater releases  global sea level

G lobal ocean inflows to A rctic  A rctic warming, ice loss

A rctic hydrologic cycle trajectory  global ocean impacts


